1. Phantom of the Opera

"Phantom of the Opera" is renowned worldwide, and the Seoul Opera is well-known for its general music and opera, which it imports from Europe. The Seoul Opera has been praised for its excellent performances, and the audience has been enraptured by the music and acting. The Seoul Opera has been able to attract the audience by its excellent performance and strong sense of drama.

2. Tosca

"Tosca," with its stirring plot and emotionally expressive acting, is one of the most beloved operas. The Seoul Opera has presented this opera several times, and the audience has been enchanted by the passion and drama of the performance. The Seoul Opera has been praised for its emotional depth and strong performances.

3. The Ring

"The Ring," with its mysterious characters and powerful music, is a beloved opera in the Seoul Opera. The Seoul Opera has presented this opera several times, and the audience has been captivated by the music and acting. The Seoul Opera has been praised for its excellent performance and strong sense of drama.

The Seoul Opera is well-known not only in Korea but also in other countries. The Seoul Opera has been praised for its excellent performances in both Korea and abroad. The Seoul Opera has been able to attract the audience by its excellent performance and strong sense of drama.